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Dear Cindy, 
• 

Your letter of the 29th arrived today. Having 
come to a good stopping point in the writing, I'm trying to 
respond, if only briefly, to all the malls. 

Stipa; 
 

silence end I expect no more. It pleases 
me, really, for it gives perspective. Also, all the apatite" here, Flee, It makes a clear record. Besides, a devil, who 
loves scripture4oeseit need all the scripture. Bone is 
enough, And If l'ojen arilger, from wheal finally hears, 
couldn't get it, you didnot do badly. Bea dealing here goon* 

Before hearing from you I wrote that part of 
the addition to the book, it provides no clue to your identi'y 
(if you desire otherwise, let me know, but I think it best for 
your future) end quotes my letter to Eugene and notes his silence. 
The embassy part refers simply to a brushoff, In the US end it is 
quite specific, with names, dates, etc. You are merely a friend 
who made inquiry for me, There were severe], others, all re-* 
rrters, of whom John is but one. (He is the most honored 
Erritieh reporter of the day, Navin:. won about all their prizes.) 
I shan't write the embassy. No time now anyway, If I felt I mu 

'" really bid to tine 'it.;,Itid get it*  
Vetter of fact, I do, from time to time, have both 

mnil,end phone trouble. Also baggage on airlines. But I do ear. 
vise it. Mr. Hoover has gone so far as to answer some of re 
charges before I even made them!, This is very wrong in a soc-
iety like aural, but it is so much worse if you let it stop you. 

Dewuay has the kind of way out ideas your prof belle? Lome. Be doss mean well and is on the right sideo lgerely the 
wrong way. Be has not eesprded to my request that he copy, 

Dot your card. cu are welcome. 
Do not hold their secretiveness against your CIA 

types, It is required of them. Because it is, it is often 
better for then if they cultivate the habit, Especially if 
their intend to stay with the agency. 

-.,I haven't kept a tally on what bare are called 
"the mysterious deaths', iietwe without doubt*  are get:rel. 
what impresses me more than their number, now about 40, is 
their one-eidedneess I know of no death, no serious accident, 
except to those who maytahave represented Wm. kind of 
threat to the official fictions, 

By the way, I do think it might bee good Use to 
have the firm name end address of the lawyers representing the 
government. One was Maw, another Triable (y?), the third 
weleutt, rod pregame all in one firm. They also have the does. 
Would you please use the phone book for ms? Thanks. 

with school, work, dentistry and the things you 
do for me, I hope you are enjoying, yourself, as you should. 

Mani thanks, 

Berold Weisberg 
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